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COMPUTERS

1.1 Digital Language
1.2 A" Digitaltogic.
1.3 Computer Qverview
1.4 Computer Software

f.PPRENTICESHIR

STATIONARY ENGINEERS
RELATED TRAINING MODULES

I.

2.1

SAFETY A

-' General Safety

2.2 Hand Tool Safety 5..
2.3 Power Tool Safety
2.4 Eire Safety
2.5 Hygiene ,Safety
2.6 Safety and 'EleariScity
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DRAWING

3.1 Types of Drawings and Views
3.2 . Blueprint Reading/Wbrking Drawings
3.3 Sdaling and Dimensioning I
3:4 Machine and Welding Symbols

at

- 'TOOLS ,

A

4.1 Measuring, Layouts and Leveling Tools'

4.1 Borl and Drilling Tools

,
, 4.3 Cutti Tools, Files and Abrasive

4.4 ,Holdin9 and Fastening Tools
4.5 .Fastely,ing Devices

OLECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS

Page

IL

5.1 Basics of Energy
Atanic Theory

/

5.3 Electrical Conduction
5.4, Basics of Direct Current
5.5 Introduction to Circuits
5%6 Reading Scales

5,7 Using a V.0:M.

5.8. OHMISoLaw
5.9 Power and,Wates Law
5.10 Kirchoff4s Current Lay

5.11 1 Kirdhoff's Voltage Law
5:12 Series Resistive Circuits
5.13 Parallel Resistive Circuits I
5.14 Series,- Parallel Resistive Circuits
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8.1 Hydraulics - Lever
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8.3 Hydraulics - SyITo's
'

8.4 Hydrauljcs Basic Systems :
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'griOr4icns

cRefrigertItio4
A3frigeration

Reftigeyation
Refrigeration

..

S

11,1

11'.2

12.1

12.2

12.3.

i2.4

12..5

12.6
12.7

8

12.

IntroduCtion,

Camprassors
Temperature Controls

- Condensers and Evaporatien
7INEurge,,Evacuatek Recharge?.

- Troubleshooting

,

"MACHINE COMPCINENtS

_
Machine components
Machine Cdmponents,
Machine Components
Machine Ccmpcnents

Mitchine Components

LUBRICATION

- Shafts
-,Bearin6s
- Seals and Gaskets.

- Chain Shafts
- gas and PUlleys

a

f.Jubrication - Introduction

LUbricationl- Standards and Selection of Lubricailts

BOILERS .

Boilers - Fire Tube Types
Boilers -. Watertube Typ4
Boilers - Construction
BOilers - Fittings
Boilerp - Operation
Boilers - Cleaning
Boilers - Heat Recovery Systems
Boilers - Instrum9nts apd Coritrols
Boilers - Piping and Steam Traps'

1 TI

13.1

13.2

13,3

13.4
13.5

PUMPS at.

r4
Pumps - Types and Classification

.

Pumps - Applications.
Pumps - Construction.
Pumps_- Calculating Heat and Flaw

Pumps.- Operation
.13.6 Pimps - Nonitdriiv.and Troubleshooting
13.7 'Pumps - Maintenance

STEAM

*'

a

.14.1 . Steam Formation and Evapokation,

14.2 Steam - Types

14.3 Steam - Transport
14.4 Steam - Purification

TURBINES

15.1 Steam Turbines -.Types
15.2 Steam Turbines - onents
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15.5

16.1
16.2.

16.3
16;4'

16.5

TUrbines..-.AUxiga0es
S6eam Turbines 7 Operatiowvand Maintehanee

s TUtbilles

'COMBUSTION
. a: .

.

daibustion PrOcess

Combustion -

C
C

C

FEEL WATER

Types4.of Fuel

Air.end Faelpases'
,Heat.Transfer
Wood ',

Feedwater Types' and Eeluiptnent.

Feedwater - Water Treatments'

water- 'resting

;GENERATORS

18.1 Generatott s and Construction

18.2 Generators Cperation

.AIR COMPRESSORS

.
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19.1 Airy Ccmpreissors

19.2 Air Campressors - Operation and Maintenance

MISCELLANEOUS

20.1 Transformers

21.1 Circuit Protection

22.1 Installation -'Foundations

22.2 Installation - Alignment

23.1 Trade Ibrms 4
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12?1 :Corre§-pOndence.CburS,e,!,tecture 1, Sec.. 2, teem Generators, Types
of...Boilers A ., S.PC. I . T. :,,.,Cal gar`,', Alberta ,,` Canada :, '

..V "' 4 1 .
A

e lth , ',,,
4

1 22. '..:.. '' .' Correntndence!CoOseA'Lecture 2, Set; 2, Steame-Geuerators7;lypesr.'n.
of Boilers Pt, .S.A.I,1'. ' Calgary; Alberta, Canada' .. ,, i

tki, - A % " l
:1 2 6.3 Correspondence .CoUrs,e,lectur,2,. Sec.- a, Ste41:Gene.rators,. Boiltlit

. ....

Cdtistruction Q. Erck,,i.on,..S.A..I.J., Calgai-y, Albersta, Canada . '.-.. siT
i.

1.4

respective coven page.

.

Related- Trainina, Module

12:41:

12..4

:1"2 5

12.7

,

Correspondence Comrse, Le(ture-..4, Sdc. 2, Steaai Generato4, Boiler
Fittings II, S,A:I.T%, Calgary, 'Alberta, Canada,
Corresondence Cobi-se, 'Lecture 4; Sec. .2- :Steam Generaoi-s,Boiler `',
Fitting I, SA.I.T., 'CalOry, Alberta, Canada --N.,(

/

. 1 : . - ,

. , . ...

Correspondence Course, Lecture 10,- Sec. 2, Steam Generation, Boiler
Operation, Maietenanoe,sIn*pection, S.A.I.T.,'Calgary., Alberta,
Canada .

_.

' l N

Correspondence Coure; LectOre 3, Sec. 2, Steam Generation, Boiler
Details, S.A. 1.`T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada .- , t

( 1

12.8 Refer to reference. packet 14.3/12.8'

13.1 - At, Correspondence Coursett:eetur 9, Seca 2, Steam Generator,- Power
. .

13.2 ' Plant Pumps, S.A. I .T. , Calgary, Al berta ,, Canada ...
13.4
13.6
13.7

13.3 Correspondence Course, Lecture 6, Sec. 3, Steam Generators, Pumps',

13.5 S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada
et

A

1 2.1 Elgoilers; fir& Tube Type.
.

.12..2 Boilers, Water Tube- Type

ConstrUction
. .

12.4 Boiiers,,Fitting :

1Boilers,' Fittings

Boilers, Operation

e e

12.7 Boilers Heat Recovery
Systems,

d.

tiOb.

PUMPS 7,

13.1 Types & Clasfication
a 13.2 Applications

13.4 Calculating Heat & Flow
13.6 Monitoring & Troubleshooting

-13,7 Maintenan6e
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Supplementary Reference Direc
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Supplementary ..

Packet' # 134sblp_tion
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. . .
':- '-14.3 CoWesponclencelCourse, tetture 6, Section 3; Steam Generators, Steam 14.3 Steam, Transport-

- 12.8. . - YGenerator.Controls, SALT., Calgary, Alberta, Canada-.
. r ., 1

4* i
- 6 I

4
.4 /

. ' /

Correspondence Course:Lecture 1.1., SeCtion 2, Steam Generators,

a
I

Related Training Module-

14.4

15.1

Piping I.I, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

12.8 Boilers, Instruments &

, ` Centrols .

N.

14,4 Steam, Purification

Correspondence Course, Lecture ,I, Sec. 4, Prime Movers & Auxiliaries, Steam'Turbines, Types

Steam T44ines, S,A.I.T., Calgary, Albertaotanada

Correspondence Course, Lecture 4, Sec. 3, Prime Movers,'Steam

Turbines Calgary, Alberta, Canida
A

Correspondence Course, Lecture 2, Sec. 4;,Prime Movers &

SteaM TUrbine Auxiliaries, S.A.I.T.,.Calgary;'Alberta, Canada

15.2 Steam Turbines, Components

15.3 Steam Turbines, Auxiliaries

.t
1

15.4 Correspondence Course, Lecture 6, Sec'. 3, Prime'Movers,'SteaM Turbine 1.4

,Operation UMaiAtenance, S:A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Steam Turbines, Operation &

Maintenance

15.5 Correspondence Course, tecture 8, Sec. 3,'P-rime Movers, Gas Turb ihk s, 15.5 Gas Turbines

'S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta; Canada , /-;
.

,

.
. /

716.2 Boilers Fired_vith Wood and Bark Residues, D.D. Junge, F.ft.L:, O.S.U. 16.2Wood

1975

16.2' Correspondence Course, Lecture 5, Sec. 2, Steam Generators, Fuql

Combustion, Calgary, Alberta, Canad, .

Correspontlen4Course% Lecture 5, Sec.' 2, Plant. Services, Fuela&

Combustion, Callary,,Alberta, Canada
16.3 ,

0

Correspondence Course Lecture 12, Sk: 3,_,51gam Generation, Water

Treatmat, Calgary, Alberta, Canada

ClOrrespondeace Course; Lecture 12, Sec: Steal Generation, Water

Treatme0, S.A.I.T.,*Calgary, Alberta, Can9,da

0

.p

0

hW

Combustion Types of Fuel

16.2 Combustion Types' of Fuel'

16.3 Combustion, Air & Fuel. Gases

17.1 Feed "etater,44ypes &

Oper4tion

S

17.2 Feed i.ater, Water. Treatments

.4
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acket # Descriptiop

17.3

18.1'

Correspondence Course, Ltcture,7, Se

Feed Water Tceatment;

Correspoadencetourse, Lecture .2; Sec. 5, Ject ,city, Direct

Current Machines,, Calgary; Alberta, CaQada

team Generators,
rta,.Canada

18.,1 CoeiTspondence Course, Lecture 4, Sec.

18.2 Cur Ant Generators, S.A.I.T., Calgary,

19.1

#1,00,19.1

19.2

4

oiler

5, Electricity, Alternating
Alberta,,Canada

Corrspondence'Course, Lqgture 5, Sec. 4; Prime MoVers 81. Auxiliaries,

Air Compressor I, S.A.I>etaigpry, Alberta,Canada
. .

Correspondence Course, Letture 6, Sec. 4, Prime,Movers & Auxiliaries,

Air CoMp.ressors II, S.A.I.T.? Calgary, Alberp, Canada

20.1 Emit Electronics, POwer Transformers, EL.,6E-51

. i
21.1 Correspondence Course, Lecture 7, Sec. 5, Electricity, Switchgear, 21.1

& Circuit, Protective Equipment, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

_.1.ti

22.1 Correspondence Course, Lecture Sc. 3, Prime Movers, Power Plant- 22.1

Erection & :aistallation, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

I.

Related Ti.aining Mbdule

J 4 j

17.3 Feed Water,Testing

( A.
'1811 Gfinerators, Types-I.

Construction .

8.1 Unerators, Types &

Ciustruction
18.2 ,Generators, Operation

19.1 -A,tr'Compressors, Types
0 \

'.191 AirCompressors, Types
19.2 Aikompressors, Operation

& Kkintenance
.1'

20.1 Transformers
0

Circuit ProNction

12

r$

44)

Installation Foundations
.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USING TRAINING MODULE

1

The T'ollowing pages list modules,and their corresponding numbers for this

particular apprenticeship,trAde. krelated training Classroom hours
, . .

vary for different reasons throughout the stat we.recOmMend that

if

thp iailv/itlual apprenticeship committees di vi 'the total pacikets to

fit their individual class schedules,.

There are over 130 modules available. Apprentices nfi'complete the

.whole set. by t he end of their indentured apprenticeships. Some .

(apprentices.may already have knowledge .and skills that are covered

in "particular modules. In thosp cases, perhaps credit could be

granted for those subjects, allowing apprentcies to advance the

remaining modules.

We suggest the the apprenticeship instructors assign the modules in
r

numerical.order to make this learning tool most effective.

4
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Tape 1:

Tape 2:

Tape 3:

q

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

ON CASSETTE4APES

O

Fire Tube BoilerSo- Water 1U,b4 Boilei$
and Boiler Manholes and Safety Precautions

Boiler Fittings, Valves, Injectors,
Pumps and Steam Traps

I

Combustion, BoilerCare and Heat Transfer.
and Feed Water Types

Tapp 4: Boiler Safety and Steam Turbines

NOTE: The above casseEte
reference material
indicated, and not

4'

J

tapes are intended as additional
for the respective_wdules, as
designated as a required assignment.

V

a
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8.1

flYDRAULkPS -- LEVERS

ThelPprentice will be able to identify
mechanical and hydraulic levers by

classification.

1 ar

1/0

Performance Indicators:

1. .Describe the classes of levers.

2. Describe the advantage of
(afferent types of levers.

4

a.
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'INSTRU,OTIORAL LEARNING SYSTEMS'.

411:
I . ,

Ia 4. a' '

nformation
.

$ a

.
. ,

..

O

.. k

r

. ;Mechanical levers are:used to change the direction' of a. force,.
,

)

i .

increase the force or change its speed.

A. The first-class lever is used to..change direction and increase

/
/

force 4
.

I

EEP9E3IF
.

I

WEI
GHT

McioRMWOMMX4M9W.Cegtft,:.:.:ommox.m.M.::mmo:>::xto::.4MMoktWwwor.r.,:om.:, W..Wd$MWS;t:PAWo

a

.Example .- Pry Bar

FULCRUM

B. The second-class lever is used to increase force.

liFFORIT3
WEI-

,

GHT

Example- - Wheelbarrow'

FULCRUM

C. The .third-crass lever is used. to increase speed and distance./

WEI
GHT

EFFE)111j FULCRUM

Example - Your Forearm

a



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

I t.

I .1 ,

P. 4. A

b Sheet
\ I

. 1

A,

WORKSHEET

1. Complet%helollowing. table listing at least one lever

of each.tlass that .you have observed.

Lever' ?served 4110104, Clas of Lever

2.

3.
.1

4.
L

5.

6. I

7.

t,
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

.1

P P 4 I 0 .11 *:

AssignmEnt

II I

,

O

1

.LEARNING'. ACTIVITIES

1 Use a triangular block'of wood, a meter or yard stick and
1

weights to demonstrate levers of the first, second and third class.

2. Examine shop equipment and hand tools to determine the

type of lever(s) involved in'each.

ca
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e

SELF-TEST

ldo)The class lever increases speed.

2. The handle on a small hydraulic jack is a lever of the

class.

3. T F The third-class lever increases force.

4. A pfy bar is a lever of the class.

a

f

5: T F_ In hydraulics leverage, a small weight on a small

piston.can balance a heavy weight on a large piston.

an..11 -s

luTg
asTuj

puonos 'Z

'T

21
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'4.4.. 'A./IPS.' Vivi,

INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Post
Assessment

POST-TEST

AL
.

I

1. Draw 'the three Classes of levers and indicate the advan-

tage of each.

Lever Class

1

2.

1)

.10

Advantages

".

0

4

S

4

- 22
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4.1

a

t.
f!EY-TO. POST TEST.

Lever Class

1.

Eit
Second
E

'

3. Third

a

r

F.

vantage

o Increases force.; thanges

.F;,:

Increases force.

. Increases distance an
speed, 111

q

823

NJ,

ti
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8.2

p

HYDRAULICS---4RANSMISSION OF FORCE

A

to

4

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
desc4be basic principles of
hydrauItcs in the transmission
of foxce....

O

C

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe basic principles of
hydraulics.

2. Describe transmission,of force
,by liquid under pressure.

1



A,

ti

co.

f,

;

*e. 1 A 1 t

HYDRAULICS

16

f-

Transmission .of forCese by use of liquids-

in concjnernen under ptessur

I

V
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

nefoOriation
64.,-/-*-"

4

'AL ftwbasic principles of fluid Dower help, us. to'understand

hydraulics.' Sjoi(e force is transnitted through-a Lkquid, the follow-

ing basic principles should be undergtoOd:
111.

1. Liquids have nd shape of their on but take

container.

tih shape of their

2. Liquids will not comprebs (for all practical purposes).
Oa

Liquids transait applied pressure equally and undhninished in

all directions.

4. Liquids may provide great increases In force when transmitted

to surfaces of varying sizes. EXAMPLE: Orm cylinders of different sizes
1

and connected together. demonstrate these, principles.
44.

10 SQ. IN..

1. ibving #1 cylinder down causes #2 cylinder to go up.

2. Thd force created in cylinder 'A is undiminished' in cylinder B:

3. The pressure created in A is transmitted equally to each

square inch of area on pis B.

References Use available information to increase your knowledge of fluid
power.

.

1
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'1.

f "t, $.110 i I 4' ,0 1

Assignment

LEARNING ACTIVITIJIS fel tt-

O

M.

*b.

1.. Use a small hydraulic jactc to answer the following:

A. The handle is connected to the (smaller, larger) cylinder.

B. The force put on the handle is transmitted by a

C. Does the small piston move shorter distance, the same

distance, a greater distance) than' the larger piston?

D. Haw far must you move, the smaller piston to move the larger,

piston ofie inch?

If the area of the smaller piston is increased to 2 sq. in.,
P

the force increased to 6 pounds, how, much load could be

supported by the large piston? '



STRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

I,

*

Job Sheet
et.

I

I

1. In the space above sketch-4a simple hydraulic systen showing

the transwission.of force,
o

2. Color the area red where hydraulic fluid under pressure is
located.
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1 SQ. IN.
PISTON AREA

1

I

10 SQ. IN.
PISTON AREA

OIL UNDER PRESSURE 14
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ti

Assessment
t.

AO

.41
SELF-TEST

1. T F Fluid will not transfer all the force
.

from one
AO

place to another°.

2. T F; i Hydraulic force cannot be transmitted over great
. ,

distances. * ,
.

C

3. T) F. Liquids can be compressed.

4. T F Because liquids have no shape of their on they can
,

be used to transmit force agft st odd-shaped surfaces.

%an5. T F One pound be used to lift ten pounds hydraulically.

4

anal 47

asTed .E

aslua .3

astvA



INSTRUCTS° AL LEARNING SYSTEMS

AssEsnierit

4

1 SQ. IN.

POST-TEST.

10 SQ. IN..

1. If the piston on the left is lowered 1 inch, the cylinder on the,

right will raise

2. List the four basic principles of hydraulics.

B.

C.

D.

1

I
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1 I

A

1.

4

.KEY 10 POST-TEST; .

1. I inch.

1

A.. Liquids have na shape of their Own.

B. Liquids will notCompress.

C. Liquids transmit applied pressure equally in all

directions.

D. Liquids provide great increases in force.

Nit



Goal:

IrOLIOPGROIIAL LIAIrVIG316.CBA5

8.3

HYDRAULICS -- TAMS

The apprentice will be able to'identify
and use common symbols/10f the hydraulic
field.

I.

0

r

Performance Indicators:

1. Identify basic symbols
hy4raulics.

2. Use symbols in drawing a

hydraulic system.

4

eal

'a
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Symbols
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1

34
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Information
';

`11.1111110)

r1=w

0

American, Uational Standard Institute graphical study-for

fluV power diagrams (ansi y 324).- .----------

Types of symbols used in drawing circuit diagrams for fluid power

Or
systems are pictorial, cutaway and graphic..

Pictorial symbols are very useful for showing the interconnection

of oomponenes. They are difficult. to standaOlie from a functional basis.

Cutaway symbols emphasize construction. These symbols are canplexi

to draw and the functions are not readily apparent.

. {/
Graphic symbolsftaphasize"the ikinctiotf and methods of component

operation. These symbols are simple to draw. Component functions and

methods of operation are obvious. Gfaphical Symbols are capable of
r"-

crossing language barriers and cn promote a universal understanding of

fluid power systems.

Elementary forms of symbols are:

A. Circles.

, B. Squares.

C. Triangles.

D. Rectangles,

E. Arcs.

F. Arrows.

G. Straight lines.

411*

H. Dots.

I. Crosses,



r , 4 .1 V #

1. Envelopes are used as a container to.showsymbolically the

functions and methods of operation.of'fluid power components.

2. *These are common symbols Used in fluid power systems.

1

OCMPLEIE
SYMBOLS

RESERVOIR

FILTER

\
'BASIC

ENVELOPES

PRESSURE RELLEk VALVE

DIRECTIONAL CONTROL VALVE

4

36

Mal

el)
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS,

Job Sheet
I 11

.r v 11

1. Using graphical symbols, arrange each-component in sequence

as it would appear in a basic hydraulicsysten and name each component.

A.

c.

D.

E.

Letter

1111101.4M.

3 7

cro

Name

4

ro
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t.

11

KEYtt614bAigYkET
.1 ...II. I

f. 9

Reservoir

Filter

Electric motor

Pump

Pressure relief valve

Directional coritrol .valve

Linear actuating cylinder

04.

$.

.

.7
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNIN SYSTEMS .

ssessment

COMPUTE
SYMBOLS

SELF -,atT

Identify the following graphical sythbOls:
. .

ENVELOPES

A.

B

1

D

E.

7r

3J I

A



41

1/0

a

4

A. Reservoir.

KEY TO. SEA' -TEST,, -TEST,...
4, 1

4

B. "Filter.

C. Pump.

D.' Relief valve.

E. Directional control valve.

F. Linea actuating cylinder.

G. Electric motor.

I

44.

ft,

r

'1



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

ro

Draw each envelope in proper sequence in the system.

I

Al
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I

t,

A. Reservoir
B. Filter
C. Electric motor
D. Pump
E. Relief valve
F. Directional control valve
G.' Linear actuating cylinder

I.*, o' I

I. . t. I 't'.

4 2 '4

.01
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8.4

HYDRAULICS BASIC SYSTEMS

m

C

Goal;

The apprentice will be able to describe
a basic hydraulic system.

1

Performance Indicators:

1. Identify componentw of a

hydraulic system.

2. Describe purpose o

i

each
component of a h draulic
'system.

eee
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GEAR PUMP

1
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HYDRAULICS

Basic System

RELIEF
VALVE

'4"

a

vt

t5000#

DIRECTIONAL
CONTROL
VALVE

RESERVOIR

44

CYLINDER
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INS RUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Information

I V

There are three basic methods of controlling energy; mechanical,

electrical, and fluid power. Most often 4th are combined for the most

effective usage. Both mechanical and fluid transmissions have

been used for thousands of years and these past two hundred years have

seen man harness and use electricity. 4

Fluid power is by far the most effective means of power trans-

mission. 'Thd purpose of a hydraulic system is to transfer energy from

one place to another. With hydraulic systems, large forces can be readily
11

applied and easily controlled. Compared to a mechanical system or electri-

cal system, a hydraulic system is simple since components can be located

with greater flexibility A hydraulic system is effecient and economical

to :perate because power Indfriction losses are relatively small and wear

on moving parts is greatly. reduced. In addition, large forces can be

simply controlled by much sMaller forces throughout an infinite range of _

speeds.

All fluids and liquids,have certain characteristics. The principles

of hydraulics are based an the following facts:

1. A fluid has no definite shape ofoits own bit, conforms to the

shape of its oantainer.

2. A fluid - will, always take the path of least resistance.

A% 3. A liquid unlike a gas is nearly incompressible while a gas

is highly compressible. An oil can only be compressed to 1.2 percent

of its total volume at 3000 psi.

V
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4

Pump

I. 1 .s 0 r . , .

' 4. I' jp .11 :.

Reservoir

I 1 I

Cylinder

The basic hydraulic system consist-of the following components:

to

A. Reservoir- tank..

B. Filter-strainer.

C. Pump.

D. Pressure relief valve.

E. tr tional control valve.

F. Actuators (cylinder or motor).

G.. mover.

H. Conductors: piping, tubing and hoses,

The purpose of the reservoir is to store the oil which is the

energizing media% of the hydraulic system.

I
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The primary purpose of'a filter-striner

by filtering out contaminants from the fluidfl

to keep the oil clean

*cough it.

1

The purpose of a pump is to'convert mechanical, energy into,hydraulie

energy by,, pushing the hydra4lic fluid into the tsted.

The relief valve's purpose is to protect the system from excess.

i, 'pressures by limiting the systems maximum presau\e. 1

A diactional control valve is used to control the direction of ti
c .

....,,

flow of oil.from the pump to the actuators.

The primary purpose of an. actuator is to convert.hydraulic pressure
t

into mechanical force and motion.. This is accomplished by the use of

.hydraulic motor or a cylinder.

The purpose of the prime mover is to car6ert mechanical energy by

rotating the hydraulic, pump drive-shaft. The prime mover is usually an

electric motor or an internal combustion engine.

Conductors'are used to connect the components together and confine

the fluid.

1.

5
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`----17his is a cutaway diagram of. a basic hydraulic system with the

graphical symbols shown along the side of each cutaway component.

44.4.,,am4...o

RELIEF
VALVE

A a

000#
.1*

DIRECTIONAL
CONTROL
VALVE

A

RESERVOIR I

CYLINDER

4,
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Job Sheet

1. Name the components-in this system.

A.

B.

0
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TO.IJOFficSHFAT
1. 1 0 4' A *" 0

A. Puy.

B. Reservoir.

C., Relief valve.

D. Directional control valve.

E. Actuating cylinder.

F. NOonductors.

I

44



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Assessment

POST-TEST

2

4

1. DraW;the connecting conductors to all system components in

their propeepequence.

.2. Ypu\sre to identify each component in the system and .list each

nalkon the appropriate line.

0 fusing arrows, show the ,direction of flow from the reservoir

through the pump and relief valve to the directional control valve.

NOTE: 'Directional control valve is in neutralloosition..
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KEY TO POST-TEST '
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R'aervoir
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5 Actuator
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8.5

HYDRAULICS -- PUMPS

4

t

I

if

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to describe-1
the hydraulic pump types and operation.:

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe vahe,type pumps.
t

2. Describe gear type pumps.

3. 'Describe pump operation.
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Informatio6
INTERNALSEAL!
FORMED HERE

t 6

w.

DRIVE SHAFT (DRIVE GEAR) I

DRIVEN SHAFT (DRIVEN GEAR)

PUMP HOUSING

INTERNAL SEAL
FORMED HERE

de.

The purpose of a hydraulic pump is to change mechanical energy

into fluidpower energy by pushing the oil through the system. There

are several types of pumps used in hydraulic systems but 'thy most widely_

used pumps are gear and vane types. All pumps used in hydraulic systems

are positive displacement type. For each revolution of the gears, oil

is trapped between thegarieeth and housing and is carried around the

outside of the gears. As the teeth mesh against the outlet, the fluid is

forced out. Pressure is created only when there is a resistance or a

complete blockage of pump flow.

6
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4

VANE TYPE PUMP I

CAM RING SURFACE

2. IS CARRIED AROUND
RING IN PUMPING CHAMBERS

PUMPING
CHAMBERS

raw

ECCENTRICITY

I. OIL ENTERS AS SPACE
BETWEEN.RING AND
ROTOR INCREASES

3. AND IS DISCHARGED
AS SPACE DECREASES.

A vane pump consists of a plotted rotor splined to a drive shaft

. and turns inside a cam ring. Vanes are fitted into the rotor slots and

A
follow the inner surface of t93,. ring as the rotor turns: CAntrifugal,
force pressure under the vanqOold them out against the ring. Pump-

ing chambers are.formed between the vanes and are enclosed by the rotor,

the ring and twOide plates. These plates are usually called pressure

plates or wear plates.

The basic operating principle of vane pumps is illustrated in the

drawing above. At the pump inlet port, a partial vacuum is created as

the space becween the rotor an ring increases. Oil entering here is

trapped in the pumping chambers and then is pushed into the outlet as

the space decreases. Vane pumps:like gear type pumps are positive

displacement type pumps.

,

4
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Assignment

0

LEARNING PierivrriEs

1. What is the purpose of a hydraulic pump?

2. Name two major type pumps used in hydraulic systems.

3. Haw does a gear type,pump create a flow of oil?

4. Label pump inlet, pump'outlet and indicate where internal

seals are formed.

5. Use arrows to show fluid flow through the pump and the

'direction of gear rotation.

5 7



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS
4

. .

Job .Sheet
0.

1 4 '

44.44.44*****-'******44444.444444

I

4

WORKSHEET

If available, disassemble a gear or vane type pump. Lay all

parts in an orderly manner to make it easier for re.Assembly.

Identify all parts of the pump. Reassemble pump. If a test bench is

available, test pump for propbr flow and pressure.

'I

I

114.
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*.,
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Assessment
POST -TEST

1. Label the pump parts f.r.dicated by the numbers on the drawing.

A.

B.

C.

D.

2. Use ivrows to indica:e direction of fluid flow through the

pump and shade in the sealed arei: of the pump.

1pr.aw a graphical symcc: of a hydraulic pump.

i.

410
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0. Ka TO POS t"

1. A. Drive gear

B. Pump outlet

C. Driven .gear

D. Pump inlet

utphical

8 GO
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8.6

HYDRAULICS -- PRESSURE'RELIEF.VALVE

1

P

ti

Goal:

The .apprentice will by able to describe
a pressure relief valve and its function
in a hydraulics system.

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe the purpose of a

pressure relief valve.

Identify parts of a pressure
relief valve.

61

4.0
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

' *#

',formation
The relief valve is found in every hydraulics 'system. Itisa

normally closed'valve connected between the pump pressure outlet 'and

the reservoir,'

Its purpose is toimit pressure in te system to a.pre-set

mwdmum by diverting sane or all of the pulp's output to the!, drank when

the pressure setting is reached. The relief valve consist- 'of a hous-

ing, spring, poppet or ball, an adjusting screw and_locknue.,

By turning the adjusting screw clockwise, the system pressure

will increase. When the adjusting screw is turned counterclockwise

jthe.syten'pressure is deCreased.

Adj. Screw

Locknut

Spring

Tank
Port

Bol I or

Poppet

Pressure

Port

Parts of a pressure relief valve.

tf

'Load V,C, lye

Pressure

Relief
Valve

ut',1

This shows the correct placement of

a hydraulic pressure relief valve,

plumbed next to the pump/and'ahead

of any valving,in the system.

63



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

1. Disassemble a pressure relief valve if one is available

and name all internal and external parts.

A.

B.

C.

D.

F.

,

64
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Assessment
SELF-TEST

1. 'What is the purpose of a hydraulic pressure relief valve?

'Where are relief valves placed in the hydraulic system?

3. Name all parts of thit relief valve

B.

C.

D.

E.
II

F.

4, uod aanssaad d
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Goal:

LEallrlinG

8.7

HYDRAULICS -- RESERVOi

The apprentice will be able to describe
oil reservoirs as part of a hydraulics
systems.

up!

-

Perfcgmance Indicators:

1. Identify parts of an

oil reservoir.

2. Determine size of oil
reservoir needed.
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HYDRAULICS COMPONENTS
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Reservoirs
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INSTRUCTIONAL. LEARNING SYSTEMS

I '

I

nforrnation

...I 1

...13 0 \

There are two types of reservoirs used in hydraulics, vented and

pressurized. the primary purpose of a reservoir is to store the fluid

for the hydraulic system until called for by. the system. A typical

industrial reservoir is constructed of a wolded. qteei sheet.

A reservoir tank should contain the following parts:

A. Air vent

B. Strainer -

C. Baffle'

Er. Fluid level indicator

E. Drain plug
,

By rule of thumb, a reservoir should be sized to hold from two

to three times the pump output in gallons per minute (gper) of pump

delivery. Tank size (gallon) = pump gpm x 2 or pump gpm x 3.

FILLER CAP

AIR VENT

OIL
LEVEL
GAUGE

RETURN LINE

OUTLET TO PUMP

MOUNTING PLATE
FOR ELECTRIC MOTOR",
AND PUMP

DRAIN PLUG

BAFFLE

INTAKE 'FILTER SCREEN
I

References: Use other information to increase your Isnawledge of reservoirs.

CLEANOUT PLATE

6d

0



INSTRUCTIONAL, ARNING SYSTEMS

1. Identify the nunbered parts of the reservo

2. Indicate theis purpose of each part.

Part Purpose.

1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

5. 5.

6. 6.

7. 7.

6 d
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

L tit

,Astressment

V.

a

SELF-TEST

.4

the left

A.

MatchingPlace the number of the proper term in the b to

of the matching statement. -

114

Stores system "fluid 1. Intake filter
OP

B. Makes possible removal of contaminants . Air vent

C. Separates return fluid from that
entering pump and prevents surging

3. Sight glass

D. Allows atmospheric pressure to enter 4. Reservoir

E. Indicates fluid level in reservoir 5. Baffle

F. Removes small particles from fluid 6. Drain plug

G. Connects reservoir and cylinder 7. Cylinder

4

e

'9 L

'3
'13

'0

9
'V

KAN

70
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r e 0, '1,

A vi Vs .16 °' ,0

<4,

1. List two functions of the reservoir other than storing fluid.

A.

B.

2. Usin the drawing at the top of this page, sketch. in the

following:

ll

A. Outlet to pump

B. Baffle

q. Return line-4

D. Intake strainer 1

E. Oil level indicator

F. Drain Plug

G. Filler/breather

3. Draw'a graphical ueservoir symbo], with a line below fluid level.

7 1 .
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ft

OUTLET TO PUMP

' I

KEY 1O POST TEST

FILLER/BREATHER

RETURN LII1

CLEANOUT PLATE

STRAINER'

BAFFLE

OIL LEVEL GAUGE I

--4---- DRAIN PLUG

1. A. Helps clean the oil.

B. Dissipates heat from the fluid.

3.

0
8

72
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HYDRAULICS -- DIRECTIONAL CONTROL.VALVE

$
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Goal:

Thtl,appren'tice will be able to deScribe
dtrectionai control valves,

Performance Indicators:

I. Identify parts of a directional
control valve.

2. Describe the purpose of

directional control valve.

4
7



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

I

nfotmation
*"

HYDRAULICS

Directional. Control Valves

BODY LAND

CONTROL LEVER

SPOOL VALVE

TO RESERVOIR

`0.

TO 'CYLINDER PORT TO CYLINDER PORT

FROM PUMP

..

0

,
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t

The primary purpose of a hydraulic pump is to create a flow of

oil. This flaw of oil, must be controlled. There are three types of

control devices: dillectional controls, flow controls and pressure

controls.

A directional control valve is usedto direct the flow of oil

from the pump to the actuators. There are two types of directional

control valves (sliding spool and rotary). The sliding spool is the

one most commonly used in industrial fluid power.

CONTROL LEVER

LAND

SPOOL VALVE

TO CYLINDER PORT B TO CYLINDER PORT A
FROM PUMP

References: Use available materials for further information

I

3
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Assignment
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

If avail le, disassemble a directional valve control and

identify parts.

2. Mace fluid flow through the control valve.

3. List the name of the parts:

a

1ft

A.

B.

C.

1 4.

I

1. Shade in fluid flow through the directional control valve.

2. Indicate direction of fluid flow using arrows.

41



INSTRUCT! AL LEARNING SYSTEMS

flo

SELF-TEST

1. T F The directional control valve changes the direction

of fluid flow.

2. On a directional hydraulic control, the valve number of

ports open at one time is:

A. 6

B. 4

o 2,

D. none

o

3. What is the purpose of-a directional control valve?

...

4.. What type 'of directional wave is-used to reverse an actuator?

5. Name two types of directional control valves.

POST-TEST

1. Draw a directional control valve and indicate by arrows,

fluid flaw through the valve.

L.

sad A3 fox pue Tollo4
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Pressure flow to cylinder port

Return flow through port "A" to tank.

14

CONTROL LEVER

BODY LAND \.

I

SPOOL VALVE 1

TO RESERVOIR

TO CYLINDER PORT B TO CYLINDER PORT

FROM PUMP 1
-P

4
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HYDRAULICS -- CYLINDERS
!t1
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INN

Goal:

The apprentice,wal be able to describe
hydraulic cylinders.

.7 .

Performance Indicators:.

1. Desc e single action cylinders.\

2. Descri a double acting cylinders.

3. Descri e balanced cylinders.

4. Compute the force of %cylinder.

o'

,

4

'7 9
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Cylinders
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4 0

Information

The actuators do the work in the hydraulic system. They convert

fluid energy to mechanical power. There are three types of linear actuators

acting,used in fluid power systems. Sing -acting, double-acting and balanced

It

cylinderp give force in both direct . Pressurized oil is admitted
\ ,

first at one end of the cylinder then at the other giving two-way power.

A movable piston slides in a cylinder housing or barrel in response

to pressur4ed oil entering the cylinder. The piston uses packings or seals

to prevent leakage of the oil between the piston and the cylinder wall.

Leakage past the piston rod is prevented by packing in the cylinder end

cap. The speed ,of a cylinder is determined bythe size of the actuator

and'the quantity of oil pumped into it.

The volume of a cylinder can be found by multiplying the cylinder

length times its area (V = L x A) which will be in cubic inches. There are.

231 cu. in. in a gallon of liquid.

0
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PISTON RbD

,MOUNT CYLINDER HOUSING

PISTON SEALS

ROD SEAL

REMOVABLE END

The actuators do the work in hydraulic systems. They convert
6

hydraulic energy into mechanical power. Actuators are either rotary

(hydraulic motors) or linear (hydraulic cylinders).. Linear actuators

are single- acting, double-acting unbalanced or-double-acting balanced.

SINGLE ACTING . DOUBLE ACTING
UNBALANCED

JI

DOUBLE ACTING
BALANCED . I

°. In a single-acting cylinder, tOrce is created hydraulically in one

direction only. The actuator can be extended by hydraulic pressure but

will retract, under: its own weight,, the load thereon 'or by spring tension.

Double-acting cylinders can be extended and retracted by hydraulic

pressure. The force generated is greatest when pressure applied to the

piston side of the cylinder. In a balanced cylinder, the force is equal

(Al both silts of the piston because the areas are equal.
, a

S
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i'llo compute the amount ofce.thA'ACYI:Inder can generate at' a
,

e ? . . 4. ' I 4 4 t < 4 . 4 . . ,1 . l. . ,.

given pressure, use the following forla: Force = Pressure x Area (F = P x A).

EXAMPLE: Piston area is 12.5664 sq. in. Pressure is 250 psi (pounds per

square inch). Substitute. Force z' 25Q x 12.5664.

.

F = 3,141.6 pound; or 3,142 lbs.

F.

4

rM

V

BEST COPY AVAII.
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.INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Assignment

r

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. Examine a double-acting.cylinder and identify the parts

shown on the information sheet

2. Label all parts of the cylinder shown below.

3. Insert arrows in the drawing to show fluid flow in and out of

the cylinder.

4. Name some places that use this type cylinder.

12 k ,onnwilwoom.vmogmArwrommoNwowNvomoimookm00%
W.!qi Ea

V4PIV
MP

p
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

p

4

0 'I) 9. \

ob ShEEt

1, Obtain a cylinder, disassemble and examine the parts.

2. Measure the diameter of the pist

3. Measure. the diameter of the pisto rod
41t

4. Measure the inside length of the c linder.

4

5. Compute the pushing force of your 6N,i9der if the applied

'pressure is 375 psi (F = P x A),
k

6. Compute the volume of youi cylinder on the.extended side

Ax L) .

Volume = Area times the length of cylinder'



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Elf I '4 t

Assessment

SET F-TEST
/

1. T F Cylinders convert mechanical power to fluid power:

2. Cylinders which are -acting give force in both

directions.

3. T

acting cylinder.

4.

There must be two hose connectionilon a double-

acting cylinder.
0

5. Name two types of linear actuators.

6. What is the volume of a cylinder if its area is 7.0685

and itp length is 22 inches?

fills the chambers on either side of a double-

71 It.the same cylinder has an-area of 7.0685 sq.,in. and the

applied pressure is 1500 psi, what load,can the cylinder move? Force =

Pressure x Area. 7.0685x 1500 =

4
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INSTRUCTICTIAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

I ' s

Assessment
«

POST-TEST

10:4v1k+,.,
maw NI, of g 61 LI -mo mom 1.1

LMO

4

1. Label parts and explain purpose ofeach.

2. Show fluid flow in and out'of cylinder.

3. Draw a graphicksymbol of a doublip-acting cylinder.

4. What is the primary purpose of an actuating cylinder?

5. Namoithree types of actuating cylinders.

87"
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Goal:

4.

Amq".":"..10446
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1114."111UCGORIL LIANITIC

8.1Q

HYDRAULICS -- VORCESAREAORESSURE

1%.

The apprktice will be able to describe
the relationship of Forces, area and
pressure in hydraulics.

4

4

4

I.

4

Performance Indicators:

1. Galculate pressure, force and
area.

2. Sketch simple hydrauliclbysten.

4
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INSTRUCTIONAL, LEARNING SYSTEMS

t :;

nf rmation

INiORMATION.STEET

.

in a previous unit mechanical levers were discussed and some

examples of how man uses these devices to increase the fOrce he can

exert wert given. A good example of how me?..hanical levers and

levers can be used to increase.the force man can exert is obvious in a

drau/ic

small:. hydraulic `jack. A drawin,$ maY.helP. us understand these two levers
%,

w.

AIR' VENT

MACE
2ND CLASS

LEVER

INLET
CHECK
VALVE

OUTLET I
PUMP CHECK

. VALVE

14 I



, 1 ,

.A system In balance

F (Force) pounds
P (Pressure) PSI
A (Area)-sqtyire inches

F
P = K or 50-

500

F P. x A

?The one esquare inch line .

at the. pressure gauge has

one-tenth the area And
pressure of the large piston.

References: as available

6. a' v

#

.

# 4 "

Drawing of. hydraulic jack system
(pressure gauge for illustration 'only).

The mechanical advantage of the
second-Class lever on the pump allows
this system to lift heavy loads with a
,small force on the pump handle.

The punp handle will have to be
Roved up and 'down several times ill
order to move the larger piston a short
'distance.

Forty pounds of force on the .pumplhandle
will lift approximate], 1000 pounds at.the
cylinder.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE(
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

.1 4

..

Assignment
1

LEARNING ACTIVITIES ,

I. Examine hydraulic jacks of-different capacities such as

IA ton .(5 ton and 10 ton to observe the differences in construction.

2. Measure the small and 'large pistons of these jacks and

coMpare their diameters.,

3. Observe the handles for each jack and determine the

r .

advantage of increasing the length ofthe handle from the fulcrum.

111
.

4. Measure the travel on the small piston of a jack and

compare that travel with that of the large piston.

F ---PX A
10. A

1' A qp_FL

P

F = Force or load and is measured in
pounds (lbs.).

P = Pressure is measured in
pounds per square inch (PSI)..

.

A =,Area which is measured in
square inches (sq.in.).

. If any two factors are known, the third or unknown can be found.

9



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Jot) Sheet
WORKSHEETS

1. Sketch the hydraulic system for a small hydraulic lack to

include: - Reservoir
V

- Pump

- Conductors

- Check valves,

- Actuator (large piston)

2. Frail the sketch below,- calculate: pressure and forces

AREA

4

94



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

elf
AssEssment

1111.111.111111.1.111.111111111.111.111.11111111111111111.1.11111111111111.111.1.1111111111.11111111111111111MBEINIMONIMMIIII

SELF -TEST

1.. T F Small hydraulic jacks have reservoirs.

2. T " F The mechanical advantage of levers makes it

possible to lift heavy weights when combined with hydraulic principles.

3. T F Che valves prevent fluid from ,backing up in

the system.

4. T F The pump piston is usually the same size as

the actuating piston.

5. If force equals 400 pounds and actuating piston surface

area-equals 10 square inches, the pressure equals

6. If a hydraulic 'system has a pressure of 100 psi and it is

acting on a cylinder having:an area of 18 square inches, the force

would be /

'mil 0081 '9
Tsd 047 g
uslvj
anal *E

anal .z

ana3 1.

klN
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' ITV TO, SELF- Alp . '°110571%;-0119716 %KEYS

1. A. 'Reservoir

B. Hydraulic lines

1, C: Check valve, (inlet)

,D, Pump

E. Check valve

F. Actuating cylinder ram

it

G. Pressure gauge

2. Hirst conform to F = P k A.

5 SQ. IN.

t

20 SQ.

I I

r
BESTCOPY AVAILABLF
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

I 4# r. 4,

Assess' menet
. .

1: Starting with the reservoir, list the components of a small

hydraulia,jack in the oAler they ave arranged in the system.

A. Reservoir

13.

E.

.11

r

2. On the outline below, complete the system and include force,

pressure apd area to show a' bglanced system...
G.

4

r
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HYDRAULICS -- CONDUCTORS AND CONNECTORS

4...Flo111.1.11101W
Goal:

The apprentice will be able to describe
conductors rut connectors for hydraulics.

Performance Indicators:

DeScribe types of conductors.

2. Describe connectors.

3. Describe correct ethods of

installation.



(
r

FLUID POWnt. C4NDUCTORS AND ODNIEGTORS

AND 'METHODS OF INSTALLATION

0

,11



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS'

1

.111.

Information

,

e °. 1

The purpose of hydraulic conductors is to q6ntain and dispribute

fluid throughout the systm. ; they include manifolds, fittings, tubing,

flexible hose, couplings and pipes. Corviuctors ate designed to convey

fluids in required 'amounts with minimm loss due to friction and leakage.

Soft spots in flexibld hoses der. pressure will be indicated

by bulging at the weak point.. This will give an indication of possible
Re

failure t some future date. In this assignment you will lgarn the

correct and incorrect method of fluid power conductor'installations..

AVOID TAUT HOSE vi

AVOID TWISTING

'

ROUTING OF TUBES

I.

fe rynces : as avoilabk.

I

100



poor ,cOnductors are fabricated from steel tubing, steel
I k 't

pipe, flexible hoses as well as plastic and other synthetic materials.

Pipe and tubing is measured :by their normal outside diameter (0.D.) and

flexible hoses are measured by their inside diameter (I.D.). Tubing

is available in 1/16 inch increments from 1/8 inch to one inch 0.D. and

in 1/4 inch increments beyond one inch.

Tubing, unlike pipe; is never sealed by, threads but by various

kinds of fitings. Some of these fittings seal by metal-to-metal contact.

They are known as compression fittiugs and may be either f laid (r

flareless type..
At14

, Rigid Mole NPTF Hose Coupling'

Rigid Male SAE 0 Ring
with 31-deg SAE UIC)

Thread Coupling

Typical hose couplings for
.transition to hose, pipe, or tubing.

0-ring pecking

Lock washer

p screw

Union HOse Coupling
37-deg .SAMIC))Flare and Thread

Rigid Mole Flare Hose Cobpling
37-deg SAEUIC)Flore and Thread

Fitting optional
beyond this point

Flange fitting mating face
Section Y-Y

Flange tonne( tion With 0-
ring used as sealing clement.

4

4 Three Piece Type

4

Flare fittings
for hydraulic t u bin g.

101

Two Piece Type

InvertedFibre Type

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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INStRUCTIONALEARNING SYSTEMS

4
41

1. Label the correct and incorrect routing of boseL Mark
1

correct 'routing with a "C" and .incorrect routing With an "1".

1. AVOID RUBBING

2. AVOID SHARP BENDS.

444

4
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referentes,

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

If available; inspect a hydraulic system and with available

locate, and identify the following fluid power conductors and.

connecting hardware:

A. Rigid piping.

Tubing.

C. Flexible hose.

b. Union, hose coupling.
.

E. Rigid male flare hose
.,.

. . .

'F. Flange connection.

coupling.'

G. Three piece type flared 'fitting.

2. 'If available,. use an operating hydraulics system and check

for the following conditions:
4

A. Fittings for leakage at hydraplicscomponents.

Tubing for proper installation,.

C. Flexible hoses-for kfnka or twists. Correct if necessary.

D. Hose not excessively tight '(stretched).

0

4

103
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3. AVOID HEAT

1*.

* I 0 1 ,

4: AVOID LOOPS '

r
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elf
Assessment

INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

SELF-TEST

List two. troubles that could be encountered:'

A.- Oil lines - 1.

2.

B. Filters 1.

2.

2.. T F Hydraulic hoses should be installed and tightened )1

until taut.

3. Puttinga twist in a hose will neke it last longer?

4. F Hydraulic hose is used instead of tubing so that
40

sharp bends can be made.

5. T F -Metal tubing should be installed with a bend in

it to allow for expansion and contraction. 0

6. T F Pipe threaded fittings 'are sealed by thread interfer-

ence,

7. T F 37
o
J.I.C. fitting can

to-thread method.

I

be sealed by the thread.:,

as-(d

'asTed .t7

asTud . .v

asTed 'z

aaTITJ paanlound ao lug ,

.JalTTJ PaVnid 'T .$1T

,

*sauTT POtIouTcl 'VI
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

, . 'I,

AssEssmept
POST- TEST

$

List four reasons for hose failure due to incorrect routing.

A...

B.

C.

D.
4.

'1.,istotwo reasons hose will fail due to improper installation.

A.

B.

rr*,-

3. .. Visual inspection of hydraulic systems can spots such.

troubles'as:

A);

B.

C.

I

ti

106'
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4

1 A. Rubbing.

B. Sharp bends.

C. Too cloN to heat.

D. Loots (hoses are too long).

A. Too taut.

B. Twisted hose.

3. A. Oil leaks.

B. Dirty or' plugged filter.

C. Loose connections.

4

.t 1 t

t. 51 !

KEY TO POST-TEST

107
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Goal:

aruoticatnu. morinc mnano

8.12

HYDRAULICS OUBLESH00TING

4 g

I, I

1.

The apprentice will be able to describe
troubleshooting priocedures for hydraulic
systems.

Performance Indicators:

I. Describe fundamentals of

troubleshooting hydraulics.

2. Describe testing procedures
for flow, pressure,-temperature
and load.

108
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1002-C TROUBLESHOOTING FLUID SYSTEMS

.1f equipment fails' to operate correctly; or if
during routine maeintenance, some flaw in the
equipment is noticed) (excessive wear in cejtain
areas or abnormal amounts of oilconsumptioq, etc.),
the equipment should 'be checked to determine the cause
of the problem and, if possible, correct the problem
before it becomes a major overhaul. This lesson
discusses some troubleshooting principles and techniques.

1 0

I.
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Upon successful completipn of this unit, the
student will he able to:

List and discuss four tro4leshooting
procedural steps.

2. Describe a procedure for flow, pres ure,
temperature and load testing of a uid
power system:

Test a hydraulic pump.

I
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ACT]VITIES

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

PURPOSE

Rea( Information Sheet #1
. .

.

'

. 1

-
.

.

4

Additonal background reading
proviies an appreaation,
understanding and other approaches
to fluid power Systeps. .

. , ,

.

..7,-....2_,

To gain experience in testing a

piece of fluid power equipment.,

I

/

Read:
0, i
John Deere'Fundamegtale,of .;

Service Hydraulics, chapter
on Diagnosis and Testing of
Hydraulic Systems

Read: Fluid Power, NOPACK DIVISION
Galland-Henning Mfg. Co.,. '

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53246

Do.: Install a hydraulic tester itl
a system.' Test the pump.

INFORMATION SUEET 111

TROUBLE SHOOTING
.

Proper functioning of the hydraulic
portion of every system is based upon
the maintenance of proper fluid flow
and pressure.

Know the system

Of course, troubleshooting any system
requires that you know the system and
how it operates. In order to realize
what to check, the maintenance mechanic
must receive all of the operating in-
formation--which component failed--the
sound made as it failed, etc.

Inspect the system

Inspection of the machine may show ob-
structions to working parts which would.
cause the trouble. Inspection could
disclose fluid leaks which might cause
loss of power. The general appearance
of the syhtem may provide clues about
the trouble. Actuhtor rams or motors

2

0."



A

(.
may be bent or damaged. This 'would
prevent further start-up.

Run the system

1
If the mat can function, the mechanic
should start it up, being especially
alert to close down at the'first sign
of trouble that might cause it to
damage itself.

Check the system

Since fluid flow and pressure operate
eyevy fluid power syStein, these should
be checked throughout the system.* If
a pump is producing pressure and flow,
it does not-necessarily follow that the
same pressure and flow carries through-
out the systet. In fact, many systems
ar designed to provide different pres-
su es and flow rates in varying circuits
in the sylfem.

A service manual should be available
to provide the information for each
circuit. The Service manual charts
will provide *flow and pressure re-
quirements at, designSted locations.

Hydraulic testers which contain, at
a minimum, a pressure gauge, a flow
meter, a thermometer\ and a load
valve, in addition to a variety of
connector sizes and threading adapt-
ers, are available. Some are more
elaborate than others, but the above
items are a necessity.

Since the pump is the heart of the

system, it is usually the place to
start testing when visual inspections
do not indicate something else to
check. The basic reason for start-
ing at the source is that, if the
source fails, nothing works. As

you test outward, you can determine
where the failure exists and then
determine the cause of

Tn order to test the pu , the follow-4,
trig steps should be taken:

Ft-0 Kt MErEk_.
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1. Relieve the presshre on the system.
Pressure must be relieved before
disconnecting the lines because
built up pressure in the system may
cause hydraulic oil to spray' over
equipment and the mechanic.

2. Disconnect the line (the line that
drives the first actuator), Since

we.are testing for flow and pres-
sure, we must use the pump's pres-
sure line.

'aonnect.tester input line to the .

pump atd tester output line to
the reservoir; Be sure the tester
load valve is open when the pump-
starts. We are testing the pump
only- _Any back pressure must be
removed. Therefore, the pump out-

. put should,be allowed-free return
to the storage tank.,

As the pump is started, fluid should move
freely through the test equipment. A
service manual will provide the correct
pressure for the system at the pressure
side of the pump. The load valve should'
then be tightened until the specified
pressure is indicatedfon the test pressure
gauge.

4

Allow the pump to operate until, the fluid
reaches_Ithe normal operating temperature
as sped/Tied in the service manual. At
this point the flow meter should indicate
the specified pump output.

A pump may be further tested by turning
the pressure to zero to record maximum flow.
Then, record flow' at 250 pounds per square
inch (p.s.i.) intervals up to maximum system
pressure. (Then, return load alve to zero

4pressure and shut down.) Be
4 re all of this

testing is with oil at normasi oper 'hting

temperature. (

FLOW AT ItAXIMUM PRESSURE SHOULD BE AT LEAST
75% OF FLOW AT ZERO PRESSURE.
If theTump does not meet that criteria or
higher, the pump ip not working properly.
If flow is low without system pressure,
then pcorhapS the oil flow between the

4

1 13
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Sometimes

and the pump is restricted.
Sometimes low oil, dirty filter, restricted
lines, air leakl, dirty breather, (blocked vent)
etc. can 'cause this problem.

Depending upon the system, pressure and
.fl/ow requirements may vary as the fluid

is piped to different areas. Small orifices
cause less flow at the same pressure in pilot
areas. When this occurs, meters must be
strategically placed to be able to match
pressure and flow to the system specifications.

It may bbpossible to have me set of meters
permanently located for an entire system, or
it may be necessary.to halid meters and gauges
throughout the more complex system (*).-

Pressure losses may be detected as various
Circuits are activated. Restrictions or
clogs may cause pressure. to rise apd flow to
be reduced in a circuit and may require the.
latter system.

NOTE: When testing, start with the, main
circuit and theft, gradually, work
outward until all suspected circuits
have been covered.
If a service manual exists for the
machine, follow its directions for
testing.

4

SELF-TEST

1. Proper functioning fluid power equipment is based upon- maintena e of
'proper fluid a

2. A pullip can only produce

3. In order to troubleshoot equipment, the mechanic must

4. The first step in troubleshooting is equipment

5.. If he starts the equipment, the mechanic Should be alert to

if trouble occurs.

6. A should provide information on pressure and

flow ratea in "differing circuits.

4
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7. Hydraulic testers contain instruments to 'test

and

8. The first item to be tested is the

9. If a line is to be removed, the first step always is to remove tbe

e

10: Flow at maximum pressure should equal.at leas. %ofD flow.

at zero pressure if pump.is in satisfactory condition.

\
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POST--TEST Package Number 113132-Ci.

TROUBLESHOOTING,FLUID SYSTEMS

Using a standard hydraulic tester, deck.prssure and flow at the proper.
'temperrature .on several circuits of a hydrkulic,system.

/'
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8.13

.UYDRAULICS -- MAINTENANCE

11.

Goal:

The apprentice will"be able to describe
the fundamentals of maintenance of
hydraulic systems.

.f?

vr,

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe four major areas of

concern in routine maintenance.

2. Describe procedures for

inspor...t4Uns-cit hydraulic rams
to determine7d.amage.

3. Describe procedures for

changing oil and filters.

117
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1001 -A MAINTENANC4 OF FLUID POWER SYSTEMS

+4,

Naintehance tasks are thoSe activities
that must be done on a rout/ne basis to
provide the lubrication and upkeep
necessary. to a smooth operation and long
equipment life\ Well-designed equipment .

will fail prematurely if regular inaintenance.
is not provided. General maiqegance
procedures are suggested in this learning
package."- Those specific to a particular
device will be identified in the shop
manual.' 'r

,118
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Upon successful completion ofthis unit,
the student will be able to:

State four areas-of concern in routine
maintenance. '

, /-,
2. Inspect hydraulic ramp for damage.

J,
,

1, Describe general procedures for changing
hydraulic,oils and. filter.

r-
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITIES

r

PURPOSE.

Read: Information Sheet #1
t

e

Additional background reading
Read: Johnteere Fundamentals of provides an appreciation and

understanding as well as other ap-
proaches to fluid power systems.

Service,.Hvdraulics, Genetal
Maintenance

INFORMATION SHEET #11

MAINTENANCE

Once a fluid power sylatem has been
created and tested,'it shouldYbe
able to run for an.extended time.

It is necessary, however, to inspect
the equipment on a periodic basis
to discover'small problems before
they become big ones.

It is also necessary to perform
basic routine maintenance, such as
oil changes, filter changes, system_
cleaning and flushing and line
connection tightness. Where it is
possible, such as on mobile equip-

nt a regular cleaning should be
t of the maintenance pro-
s.

The prilciple areas of concern that
must belwatched in maintenance are
that

y recommended fluids are
!t

laced in the system

2. oil filters must not beCome

excessively dirty or clogge. 4

3. oil is kept at a high enough
level in the reservoir

4. fluid couplings are t

2
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INSPECTION

Have you ever noticed that an air-
4

plane pilot always walks around and
inspects his aircraft before start-

. ing a flight? To a certain degree,,
this is also necessary in the fluid

power systems. Some procedure..abonld-
. bwk5e0tablis1Ytd to insure that equip-

ment is ,inspacted'on a regular basis.

.41

Some operators wash: down their equip-.
ment after each use. At that time,
they check fuel levels.and oil. revels.

A visual check is made for leaks at
external couplings. 'General appear-
ance of equipment should also be.
checked. The operator has just fin-
ishe4 running the unit and so any
strange noise or action of theequip
ment is fresh in his mind. A check
of possible causes may pinpqint the
source and, if repairs are necessary;
the equipment can be referred to
the service shop.

During an inspection of this type,
all cylinder actuators should be
extended to full length and the
shiny rams inspected for burrs and
nicks which can harm the oil seals.
Use of a soft rag will detect small
abrasions. Actually, if the rams
have entered the cylinders, it may,
be too late! Any time an operator
has reason to believe the ramis
being scratc d, nicked oebent,
it must be 1 in an extended
position, i ossible. An immediate
inspection may find a difficulty
that, if retracted into the cylinder,
can double or triple t cost of ,

repair! Mfhor nicks, burr or

rough sgots may be flattened with
a small hammer and smoothed'with
A fine file and creoctiwor emory
cloth.

This action ipay not'prOduce"a,per

Cect ram but it will' permit re-
traction into,,r,44 cylinder. The .

ram w111..hinv.W to.be,O'ecked,fttrther
, \.,

\

. ,

It .



by a mechShic to see if further AO
repair's are required. Bent rams
should be removed from the cylinders,
not retracted into it.

MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES

Cleanliness:

C1anliness is more important in by
draulics than nearly any other system
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of a machine. One rain of sand in
the wrong place c stop a whole system
because of the sAeall.orifices in the °
system.

. Be sure to use a clean environment.to
work on equipment. Simple things like
a dirty funnel to pour oil should not
be used. Use of .a clean funnel with a
fine mesh screen to stop contaminants

from enteing.the system'is most desirable.

Proteclibreathers and filler caps from
water when washing the machine.

When removing fluid hoses or devices,
be sure the.surrounding area is clean.
This prevents sludge or dirt from enter-
ing the system by accident. Plug lines

"wIth plastic or wrap them to prevent
dirt form entering the system. ,Do pliot
add .dirt when you add, oil!

Oil Changes:.

S

I

otA

Every manufacturer of a fluid power system will recommend a-type, specification
level, and viscosity of oil to be used in the system. He will also specify the
oil change frequency. The brand of oil is relatively unimportant if it is
from a reliable oil producer. Be sure to know the type of oil specified for
your equipment. Two tractors from the same manufacturer may have entirely
different fluids recommended.

NOTE: This lesson does not discuss motor oil. It discusseS the h draulic oil

/in the fluid power system. For more on oils, see VIP Learn ng Package
108-B

If incorrect hydraulic fluids are added, the entire system may soon fail.
Seals react differently to various available fluids, If they are not compatible,
all seals in the complete system will become swollen and have to be replaced.

4
.

Oil should be drained at the intervals recommended by the manufacturer. He will
usually vary this.according to operating conditibns, including tempratures,
amount of dust,Pand the severity of demands on the machine. If -there is no

22
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6.

unusually dirty oil in the system, the procedure to follow is:

clean the reservoir

change the filter

replace with approved oil

If the drained" oil is particularly dirty, an approved flush oil may be put into
the system. After the system has been operated for a period of time recom-
mended by the manufacturer, the flush oil is drained and the regular oil, and
a new filter, may be replaced in the syst

CAUTION: Do not use ofdinary cleaning solvents. They do, not have proper lu-
bricating capabilities/and bearings, surfaces, andiseals can be seriously'
damaged,

All drained oil and the bottom of the reservoir should'be checked for metal
particles and rubber "chunks".

If these begin to appear, the system'should be checked foi additional problems.
Me 1 particles usually imply that some unit in the system is failing,and the
metes, as itrubs against other pieces of metal, is wearing off. It is critical
that this unit be found as metal particles may get,into anothpr unit or
valves and damage the entire system.

Rubber flakes or chunks usually are pieces of "0" ringsor hoses that are
deteriorating. As it disintegrates, the_rubber is carried by the oil stream
to the reservoir.screen or the oil filter. A failing hose should be replaced
immediately to avoid a burst hose. A burst hole can cause severe safety haz-
ards; such as hot oil on the operator or a critical actuator failing. Failing
"0" rings may cause oil leakage.

,.

SELF-TEST

Complete the sentence or circle the most correct answer.

I. Inspection of equipment should be Scheduled on a

2. Inspections often turn up < problems befog they
become major repairs.

3. Four areas of concern are:

4. Extend all

spection.

a

basis.

to full length g. or fn-
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'S.' Check the above for nicks and burrs which can harm the tn

the system.

6. If rams are bent during operation, they must, must not be retracted into

!I the cylinders.

7. Cleanliness is important because of the size of the system's

8. Check with to determine type;

viscosity, specification level of the replacement fluids.

c

Incorrect fluids may cause the to fail.
---------b-- 1

10.. If fluid is excessively dirty, the system may bd flushdd with

flushing oil.

11. Drained oil should be inspected for particles

and chunks.
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POST-TEST Package Number 1001 A

MAINTENANCE OF FLUT POWER SYSTEMS

Write a description of a maintenance procedure for fluid power systems.

Be sure to name all of the areas to be included in a proper maintenance

procedure.
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